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I. INTRODUCTION  

In Bogota 880.367 out of 13.359.728 people move daily using bicycle as a mean of transportation, figures 

obtained from the mobility department (2019), considering the hours of greatest mobility called “rush hours” 

that are from 4:00 a.m. to 8:00 a.m. where is evident that the vehicular flow increases and therefore more 

particulate matter is produced, this study was conducted in order to determine the amount of breathable daily 

dose that  a “bike user” receives during their journey, specifically the Universidad Libre´s bike users. 

Particulate matter is defined by Mészáros, 1999, as the set of solid and/or liquid particles except for the pure 

water present in suspension in the atmosphere. In this research, the particulate matter is studied as the breathable 

dose that is defined as the amount of solid and liquid particles that a person can breathe-in during a certain 

period. When these particles invade the environment, the air quality drops, which indicates that is an 

aggravating factor in the worker’s health, in this case student’s health, due to the continuous exposure and doses 

out of the limits of the WHO guideline jeopardizes student's well-being and health. WHO, 2005.  On the 

particulate matter measurement scale, the most frequent in cities like Bogotá is the PM10 (Parts per million, 

measured in microns). These particles are less than 10 microns in size, caused by industrial activities, volcanic 

emissions, fires, etc., these particles are easily recognizable since they are identified as a dust in the 
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environment, Falagan. M, 2001. In parts of the city such as highways, main streets, areas where industries are 

crowded the most common particulate matter is the PM2.5 which is caused by combustion generally from diesel 

engines and are fine particles or also called ultrafine, not noticeable to the naked eye, these demonstrate a 

stronger association of risk factors for health. In Bogotá, PM2.5 constitutes up to 90% of PM10, that is, of the 

total particles of parts per million taken, 90% corresponds to 2.5. Rojas &Galvis. According to the WHO (World 

Health Organization), these particles cause cardiovascular and respiratory diseases, generating a high risk for the 

population, especially the population that mobilizes daily. 

The aforementioned diseases represent a health risk in people, therefore, this research focuses on industrial 

hygiene, which is defined as the science of anticipating, identifying, evaluating and controlling risks that 

originate in or in relation to the workplace and that may endanger the health and well-being of workers. Robert 

F, 2012. Industrial hygiene is of great importance in this research because it helps to determine if the chosen 

route represents a health risk for the bike users in terms of the breathable dose of particulate matter, for this 

reason the practice of this science attends to the importance of anticipating and preventing all kinds of health 

risks, providing resolution against exposure assessment. 

Colombia works under risk management systems, there are several companies that are dedicated to the study of 

the work environment of a specific job to determine the risk conditions in which individuals work,  an example 

of this is the SGS company, which helps determine risk limitation, streamline processes and operate in a more 

sustainable way. Taken from the Official Website: SGS, 2020. Another company dedicated to industrial hygiene 

is prevencionar.com.co which guides organizations to develop their processes with good practices, measuring 

the risk of the work area to minimize hazards in a work environment; however, all of that is adapted to a specific 

job, under controlled environmental conditions; In this research, an industrial hygiene study is carried out under 

uncontrolled environmental conditions such as temperature, humidity, pressure, direction and wind speed, 

considering that the breathable dose of the particulate matter to which the bike user is frequently exposed is 

measured. In Colombia, very few studies have been carried out that show the relationship between mobility by 

bicycle and the exposure of particulate matter on its routes, which affect and put at risk the health of the “bike 

user”. 

The investigations that have been carried out are based on data from the measurement of the environmental 

particulate matter, however there is no breathable dose, an evidence of this is the EAN University. Franco, 

Segura & Mura, 2016., which investigated the health damage generated by particles found in the environment, 

that is to say, particles from mobile emission sources such as vehicles that use diesel fuel. On the other hand, 

The National University determined the statistical correlation between the levels of particulate matter in the air 

with the findings in the lung function of people who perform physical activity in the air using the bicycle in the 

city of Bogotá, in the neighborhood of Kennedy, Cortes Sergio, 2018. Finally, The Francisco Jose de Caldas 

District University carried out a project along the 7
th

 Avenue, that is one of the streets in Bogotá that has a high 

vehicular flow as well as bike paths,  which is why they decided to study the behavior of particulate matter in 

this area and how it affects people who frequently travel this corridor, Torres, C & Galindo O, 2017. 

Considering the previous studies, the complexity of the experiment is demonstrated since the sampling is carried 

out under uncontrolled conditions in an open space, during the bike ride. Another aspect that stands out from 

this experiment is that the breathable dose of the bicycle users on a given route is measured, with the sampling 

being done over a period of 6 months. 

In the measurement there were 2 key aspects to parameterize the experiment, which were the hour with the 

highest flow of users to the university and the route most passed by the cyclists to reach the university in that 

hour, as a result the hour with the highest flow of users to the university is 7 am, due to the massive entrance of 

students and one of the most passed routes by the cyclists at this time is (Carrera 96- Calle 63- Av Boyacá cll 

63-53- Universidad Libresedebosque) to arrive, with this the study route is parameterized, with an approximate 

length of 4 kilometers (2. 51 miles) of travel, this route is coupled to the use of exclusive lanes for bicycles 

except for the section "calle 53- universidadlibre" where the road is shared with vehicles; the information was 

taken from a survey conducted within the institution by Jiménez Castro, J., DíazAnacona, T., &MenesesVeloza, 

S., 2017 (see figure 1). 
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Figure 1: Route to study source: google maps 

 

Breathable particulate matter was obtained by measuring the respirable dose, which is provided by equipment 

that simulates the average breathing of a person, collecting the particles to which an individual is exposed. In 

order to determine the dose of particulate matter to which a cyclist is exposed, a sampling pump (GIL- AIR 3) 

was used, parameterized based on the international standard NIOSH 0600, which explains how to collect total 

particulate matter in samples. 

 

II. METHODOLOGY 

Preparation of filters and equipment 
In order to obtain the samples, first the PVC filters (which retain the particles) and filter holders were prepared 

from the cassette, leaving them separately in individual sachets in a dryer with silica gel (SiO2), this gel 

removes the humidity from the filter and the filter holder, after 24 hours inside the dryer, they were passed to a 

6-digit scale, where the initial weight of the filter was obtained and recorded in a log, after which a 3-part 

cassette with the PVC filter and a filter holder must be assembled (see figure 2), then connected to a cyclone, the 

effect of the cyclone separates the heavy particles from the fine ones by the action of centrifugal force, housing 

the particles smaller than 10 micrograms per cubic meter in the filter, in this way the samples of the experiment 

can be obtained (this hose should be as close as possible to the airways), finally the hose should be connected to 

the cyclone and the cassette to the equipment (sampling pump), this should be calibrated before the 

measurement with a flow of 2 liters per minute to start collecting the sample. 

 

 
Figure 2. Cassette with filter, Source: https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC6101061/figure/F1/ 

 
Sample definition 

The sample of particulate matter to be collected is total breathable particulate matter, due to the suction action of 

the sampling pump (2liters per minute) and the effect of the centrifugal force of the cyclone, allow to obtain the 

particulate material breathed by a user bike on the route of study, these samples were collected only if the 

following conditions were met: 

- Day between Monday and Friday not including holidays. 

- Dry weather, no rain. 

- Daytime, between 6 and 7 in the morning. 

- The tour should last about 45 minutes. 

 
 

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC6101061/figure/F1/
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Physical-sample drawing in the field 

For the collection of the samples in the field, the route began at approximately 6:20 am at the starting point 

(carrera 96 - calle 63), before starting the route the equipment was placed on the body (see figure 3), leaving the 

sampling pump in a backpack and the cyclone as close as possible to the airways, ending the route after 7 am the 

sampling pump is turned off, separating the cassettes so that the particulate material obtained is perpendicular to 

the ground, after this they are taken to the laboratory for storage. 

 

 
Figure 3. Assembly process of equipment to take samples in the field, source: Made by the author. 

 

Each route had to keep a logbook, in which the variables that can influence the concentration of particulate 

matter are recorded, these variables are wind direction, wind speed, humidity, temperature and air pressure, in 

turn recorded the time of start and end of the tour. 

In total, 70 samples were collected for each participant. These cassettes had to be kept vertically to keep the 

particulate material in the PVC filter, were disassembled after 12 hours of storage and then deposited in a dryer 

filled with silica gel (SiO2), This is to remove the humidity lodged in the filter during the journey, the filter had 

to remain inside the dryer for 24 hours, finally the filter was weighed on a 6-digit scale in order to obtain the 

amount of particulate material collected that day, this concentration is also recorded in the logbook along with 

the other variables. 

 

 
Figure 4. Process of obtaining the samples, source: made by the author 

 

The concentrations recorded in the experiment log are compared with the "threshold limit value" (TLV) which is 

the maximum allowable concentration value to which a person may be exposed, this "TLV" according to 

NIOSH 0600 is 5 micrograms per cubic meter, the concentrations obtained from the samples in each run showed 

that none of the samples exceeds the "TLV" specified in NIOSH 0600 (see Figure 5) which indicates that the 

population running along the route (under the conditions of the experiment) is not at risk. 
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Figure 5. Concentration by route, made by the author 

 

III.  RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Once the concentrations were obtained together with the variables, the average concentration of the total 

sampling period was determined (see Figure 4) and the weighted average concentration referred to 8 hours "ED" 

(Figure 5), being the latter the average concentration of the chemical agent in the worker's breathing zone, in 

this case students, measured or calculated in a weighted way with respect to the time of the real working day or 

referred to a standard 8-hour day. Falagan J, 2005. In order to have all the necessary data of the experiment to be 

treated later in the software R, the obtained values were registered in the logbook. 

 

 
Formula 1. Time-weighted average concentration for the sampling period, Source: Falagán J. 2005 

 

Being: “𝐶𝑖” Concentration per route 

               “𝑡𝑖” Travel time in hours 

 

 
 

Formula 2. Daily exposure, Source: Falagan J. 2005 

 

Being:“𝐶𝑖” i-th concentration 

               “𝑇” exposure time, in hours, associated with each valor “𝐶𝑖” 

 

After collecting the data on the route, the data is processed and then analyzed. In the first instance it is used in 

software R since this allows us to quickly visualize and apply statistical tests as required. The first step is the 

correlation of spearman, the method of pearson is not used because being Spearman a non-parametric technique 

is free of probabilistic distribution (Luis f Restrepo,2017). 
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Table 1: linear correlation table between source variables: made by the author

 
 

In the graph (table 1) we can observe the strength and importance of the variables. We find that the variables 

that show more strength and a positive linear direction are "traveled in hours and referred to 8 hours" with a 

moderately linear relation equal to 5. We will convert it into a "dummy" variable that takes values between 0 

and 1, but it will be considered.  

To be able to prove that the relationships are statistically significant we must perform a test of normality in our 

response variable which from now on will be the variable "referred to 8 (ED)" is chosen because it presents a 

greater relationship of force previously. We carry out a QQ-PLOT test and its histogram (see Figure 6). Where 

we can easily check if this has normality in the residues this is done in order to check if the data are asymmetric 

or include outliers. 

 
Figure 6. Normal QQ-PLOT, source made by the author 

 
The graph complies with the assumption that the line is diagonal approaching 45 degrees and that there are 

outliers at the end of the curve (see figure 7). 

 
Figure 7: Histogram of normality, source: made by the author 

 
When observing the histogram we can see that the residues are similar to the distribution of the normal that we 

had already noticed in the previous QQ-PLOT the outliers fit in the quartiles therefore we happened to make the 
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multiple linear regression to evaluate the influence that have the predictors that is our set of independent 

variables is possible to clarify that the calculations made were used the tool R.   

 

 
Formula 3: multiple linear regression. Source: JoaquínAmat, 2016. 

 
β0: is the ordinate at the origin, the value of the dependent variable YY when all predictors are zero  

βi: is the average effect that the increase in one unit of the predictor variable XiXi has on the dependent variable 

YY, with the rest of the variables remaining constant. They are known as partial regression coefficients. 

 

Yi: referred to 8 hours 

(X1, X2, X3, X4):travel in hours, humidity, temperature, atmospheric pressure (independent variables) 

When performing the regression, we obtain 12 parameters associated to variables where 8 of these are 

associated to the wind direction variable since being a categorical variable with 9 categories this is transformed 

into 8 parameters (dummy variable). We can observe that we obtain an adjusted R of 25.12%, although it is a 

low R. It should be clarified that this shows us a low relationship between the variables, but that it exists. It will 

not be useful for us to be able to use this model as a predictive model, In order to determine which variables can 

be added to the previous relationship, the goodness of fit of the statistical model is determined, that is to say, 

commonly speaking, about the accuracy and complexity of the model.  We use R to perform the operations (see 

formula 4). 

 

 
N: is the sample size 

K: model parameter numbers 

Formula 4: Formula AIC model. source: JoaquínAmat, 2016 

 
As we can see we start using all the variables starting with an AIC= 245.3, then we calculate all the possible 

AIC by removing each of the existing variables looking to select the variable that provides a lower AIC. Once 

selected we repeat this same process until there is a minor change in the AIC, as a final model we include as 

variables the atmospheric pressure and the travel in hours to explain our response variable that we remember is 

"referred to 8 hours (ED)", See (table 2). 

 

Table 2: AIC software R script, source: made by the author 

 

 
 

After obtaining the variables that are most related to our response variable (see table 4), we go on to evaluate the 

3 conditions of the model in which the residues are evaluated and when these are not met they do not have 

quality criteria that are assumed to be normality, homogeneity and the independence of the data. 
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Figure 8: Normal QQ-PLOT, Source: made by the author 

 
In the QQ-PLOT graph, we can observe a behavior of the residues where they are at 45 degrees and in a straight 

line we obtain again some atypical data at the beginning and at the end of the tail, we go on to observe the 

quartiles in the histogram to verify that it complies with the shape of the normal graph. 

 
Figure 9. Histogram of residues, Source made by the author 

 
Normality is initially verified graphically with the QQ-plot (see figure 8) and the histogram (see figure 9), the 

QQ- in the case of the histogram we see that it is close to a normal distribution. In addition, a Kolmogorov-

Smirnov test is performed. This test is taken because more than 50 data were taken, there is another test called 

Shapiro Wilk but only up to 50 data are used, this to test the hypothesis that the residues are normally 

distributed. 

 
Formula 5: Kolmogorov-Smirnov's Formula, Patricia Kisbye.2010 

 

P value < α H0 is rejected 

P value > α H0 is not rejected 

 
Given the p value of 0.8415, this hypothesis is not rejected. A Durbin-Watson test was performed (see formula 

6) to evaluate if there is an autocorrelation in the linear regression, this in order to know if the values present a 

dependency in terms of the order of obtaining, it is sought that the n-1 residue is not related to the n residue 

(detect if there is the presence of autocorrelation in the residues of a regression analysis). 
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Formula 6. Durbin-Watson's statistical formula interpretation,Source:  Lopéz M. 1994 

 

 Where: H0 the autocorrelation is zero 

                         H1 Non-zero autocorrelation 

                          e1 Waste in time t 

 
When we carry out the Durbin-Watson test we obtain a value of d=1.8685 and a p- value=0.2839, giving as an 

answer that the null hypothesis is rejected, that is, there is no autocorrelation in the data, this indicates that it 

meets the conditions of data independence. 

Finally, a Breusch-Pagan test was carried out to find out if the residues should have a constant variance so that 

they do not change. When the test is finished, it confirms that the residues are homoscedastic, which means that 

the model variance vs. the independent variables remains constant. (See formula 6) 

 

 
Formula 7. Interpretation of Breush-Pagan's statistical formula, Source: University Complutense 

Madrid. Mauritius A. 2013. Multiple Linear Regression II. 

 

n = Number of data 

𝑅𝐴𝑢𝑥
2  = Regression determination coefficient 

𝑋𝑠−1
2  = Square Chi with s degrees of freedom 

A T-student test is performed to test the concentration limit hypothesis (see formula 8). This formula was 

described by William S. Gosset (1908). 

 
Formula 8. Representation of T-student formula, William S. Gosset (1908). 

 

µ= average of the population: In this case we take 5 as the exposure limit  

X=average data distribution  

S=Standard error. 

n= sample size, in this case we have 69 data because the formula is n-1 

 

We find that the p-value < 2.2e-16 alternative hypothesis is true because it is less than 5 and the significance 

level is 5% this significance level is chosen according to the quality factor of the test where the probability 

interval would be 95%. In the linear regression model there is a relationship between the atmospheric pressure 

and the time traveled in hours, with our concentration referred to 8 hours which is our response variable. The 

relationship between the variables is directly proportional, the concentration referred to 8 hours is increased by 

one unit for every 0.05107 units of change in atmospheric pressure or for every 2.54960 overtime hours 

traveled. The atmospheric pressure, although it has a degree of correlation, does not have a great influence on 

the low concentrations of PM2.5 inhaled during the trip. In other words, the route is safe for free university 

cyclists in the course of the morning. 
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IV. CONCLUSIONS 
The present investigation shows the importance of studying the behavior of the particulate matter that the bike 

users of the free university breathe daily, focused on the breathable dose, this in order to verify if one of the 

main routes of access by bicycle to the university presents risks for the health of its passers-by. 

The main challenge when initiating this investigation in the first instance was the collection of data since when 

observing studies one notices the insufficiency in the sampling issue, referring to few samples and alarming 

results of the same, it was possible to determine with this study when making a significant sample collection 

(more than 50 samples), as an observation the samples collected were only made in days that did not have rain 

because the equipment could get to present/display damages, the route significantly influences the risk of 

exposure, more variables must be taken into account than the environmental variables, this in order to perhaps 

be able to predict the amount of particulate matter that the user may breathe as a result of the previous analysis 

that determines a relationship between the variables but not a predictable form that can be applied to another 

route. 

To the satisfaction of the members of the Universidad Libre who travel this route, it is concluded that it is safe 

for their health, that is to say, that the route studied does not present any risk since it does not exceed 5μg m3, 

according to the NIOSH 600 standard. 

In the branch of industrial hygiene it had a great incidence for future investigations because it was determined 

the level of risk faced by Universidad Libre bike users on a specific route under uncontrolled conditions, this 

contributes greatly to take other routes that are highly transited and investigate the level of risk to exposure of 

particulate material in respirable doses. 

Within the linear regression, two variables were highlighted: atmospheric pressure and travel in hours. The 

model shows a level of 10% significance and taking into account that the relationship between the variables is 

directly proportional, in other words, it increases by one unit of the concentration referred to 8 hours for every 

0.05107 units in atmospheric pressure or for every 2.54960 overtime hours traveled, it should be noted that 

atmospheric pressure does not have a great influence because PM2.5 is present in low concentrations that are 

inhaled during travel. 
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